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Field of the Invention The present invention relates to a signal acquisition
circuit, a timing generation circuit, a signal acquisition device, a timing
generation device and a digital audio/video device, and more particularly
to a signal acquisition circuit, a timing generation circuit, a signal
acquisition device, a timing generation device and a digital audio/video
device to which a speaker S-D converter circuit as shown in FIG. 7 is
applied. 2. Description of the Related Art In recent years, digital
audio/video devices such as DVD players are spread. In general, an
audio/video digital signal sent from a DVD player is converted to analog
audio/video signal and then output to a speaker system for actual
reproduction. Further, in a DVD player, audio/video digital signal
processing is performed using a D-A converter circuit and a D-D converter
circuit as shown in FIG. 7, and then the processing is outputted as a
reproduced audio/video signal. In this case, the audio/video digital signal
processing circuit may have a D-D converter circuit 201, a digital-to-
analog converter circuit (DAC) 202, a D-A converter circuit 203 and a
speaker system 204 as shown in FIG. 7. First of all, a general configuration
of the D-A converter circuit will be described. The D-A converter circuit
203 includes resistors Rs1, Rs2 and capacitors C1, C2 and is designed so
that a resistance value ratio of the resistor Rs1 to the resistor Rs2
changes according to an input digital signal as shown in FIG. 8, and the D-
A converter circuit 203 outputs an analog audio/video signal
corresponding to the digital input signal. Next, the D-D converter circuit
201 will be described. The D-D converter circuit 201 includes resistors Rs3
and Rs4, capacitors C3 and C4 and a sampling circuit 210. The D-D
converter circuit 201 shown in FIG. 7 performs digital-to-digital conversion
on the input audio/video
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need to send a response as email.I am sending this key-value pairs to
front end and need to change this key-value in reducer.But there is no list
in state which only contain array I need to add some method to get keys

from this array.I need to get first key from the array and assign this key in
the if statement. For example in my case state is this : { vendor:{

vendor1: { key: "a", value:"some value" } vendor2:{ key: "b",
value:"some value2" } vendor3: { key:"c", value:"some value3" }

vendor4: { key:"d", value:"some value4" } } } here I need to get key from
this array and assign it to key variable in reducer so I need to change my

state in this form.I need something like that which is not available in
state. { vendor:{ vendor1:{ 0cc13bf012

By virtue of its high degree of automation, the LogixPro PLC Simulator
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Electronics test rig (when this manual exists). International Business
Machines (IBM) 4.7.1 Practice, software license server.
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